Introduction 43
Synthesis and maturation of RNAs is an elemental cog in the cellular machinery. 44
Although inherently noisy, transcriptional variation can be associated with basal/fundamental 45 processes such as enzyme activity (Nikinmaa et al. 2013 ) and protein production ( Bar-Even 46 et al. 2006) . Transcriptional variation may also underlie complex morphological differences 47 (Ayroles et al. 2009 ; Alvarado et al. 2015) , and may itself be a target for natural selection 48 (Leder et al. 2015) . As such, the quantification of RNA abundance remains an essential link 49 in deciphering the genotype-phenotype map. In this context, transcriptome-based inference is 50 an initial and requisite basis for studying gene expression (Wang et al. 2009; Qian et al. 2014) . 51
After two decades of RNA microarrays (Schena et al. 1995 of transcriptomes through homogenization and reorganization of different parts of the genome 106 (Liu et al. 2016) . As a result, when hybrids occur in nature, transcriptomes from each parental 107 species appear tangled in those specimens. In this case, the assignation of reads to the right 108 parental species (i.e. avoiding false orthologous gene assignation) and the right gene 109 (avoiding false paralogous gene assignation) is even more challenging and requires prior 110 knowledge of the parental transcriptomes. This is a scenario in which DGM may facilitate the 111 alignment process, but one that has not yet been evaluated formally. 112
In this paper we describe a flexible DGM pipeline and demonstrate its performance by 113 using simulated Illumina reads generated from a well-known reference transcriptome. We 114 estimate the assignation error rate of a read onto its gene by simulating reads of lengths 115 corresponding to those generated by the most common sequencing platforms (100, 150, 200, 116 350 bases), and over a realistic range of genetic divergence between the simulated reads and 117 the reference genome (0%, 5%, 15% and 30%). Whatever the approach used, genomic 118 complexity can create difficulties in reconstructing transcriptomes. In particular, genome 119 duplications exacerbate biases in transcriptome assembly because of the higher number of 120 paralogous loci. Teleostean fishes in general, and cyprinids in particular, are good models for 121 studying the effects of paralogs on transcriptome assembly as they display a complex genome 122 with multiple rounds of duplication (Meyer & Van de Peer 2005) . We therefore choose Danio 123 rerio (Teleostean: Cyprinidae) as a reference transcriptome for this in silico analysis. 124
We also compare the performances of de novo transcriptome inference alone, and in 125 combination with DGM. This is done first on the same simulated data as previously described 126 when testing for the DGM method alone, using Danio rerio as a reference, then also applied 127 on two divergent cyprinid species, Parachondrostoma toxostoma (Vallot, 1837) and Telestes 128 souffia (Risso, 1827), for which no transcriptome or genome are available, again keeping 129
Danio rerio as the genome reference for DGM. This allows for an empirical comparison of the 130 Materials and Methods 135 The Direct Genome Mapping pipeline 136 We implemented a flexible DGM pipeline (Fig. 1A) as follows; note that all custom 137 scripts are available at https://github.com/egeeamu/voskhod. Paired-end sequencing reads 138 are filtered for over-representation (PCR duplicates or over-expression) using a custom 139 Python script and then merged, when possible, with Pear (v 0.9.6; Zhang et al. 2014) using 140 the following parameters: minimum overlap -v 8, scoring method -s 2, p-value -p 0.01, 141 minimum assembly length -n 30, maximum assembly length -m 0. After merginga step in 142 the pipeline that is optionalall available reads are quality filtered using a custom script that 143 trims 5' and 3' ends until the base Phred quality score > 13 (i.e. < 0.05 error rate). A read is 144 rejected (and replaced by a sequence made up by 50 "Ns" to keep the parity between R1 and 145 R2 files when it applies) if it displays at least one of the following conditions: 146 i) at least one base with a Phred quality score < 5; 147 ii) more than 10% of bases with a Phred quality score < 13; 148
iii) a mean Phred quality score for the read < 20; 149 iv) a length shorter than 30 bases. 150
Next, Nucleotide-Nucleotide BLAST (blastn; Camacho et al. 2009 ) is used to assign gene-151 id(s) to filtered reads by finding regions of similarity between the read and the reference 152 genome(s)/transcriptome(s), which are stored in a local SQLite database (Hipp & SQLite 153 Development Team 2015) with Word-size = 9, HSP > 70% and similarity > 70%. Each read is 154 assigned the gene-id corresponding to the best hit. When identical scores (overall quality of 155 an alignment) are obtained for multiple gene-ids, this information is stored in variable 156
Hit_multigene. This variable is used to reflect the level of mismatches on paralogous genes or 157 multigene families. When identical scores are obtained for a single gene-id from at least two 158 distinct reference genomes/transcriptomes in the local database (when relevant), this 159 information is stored in the variable Hit_multispecies along with the associated gene-id. This 160 variable is used to reflect the level of mismatches with orthologous genes. The final output is 161 a collection of database entries displaying the number of identified reads for each gene-id (see 162 supplementary methods 1 for an example) stored in the local database and exported in a 163 tabular file for further analysis (see supplementary methods 2 for computing time estimates). The efficiency (percentage of output to input) was estimated from the number of genes 179 recovered with the DGM pipeline (output), relative to the number of genes within the reference 180 species' genome (input). We assessed the performance (i.e. quality of the output) with two 181 metrics: 182 i) the recovery rate (rr), defined as the proportion of reads simulated from a gene-id 183 and correctly assigned to this gene-id 184 ii) the specificity rate (sr), defined as the number of reads assigned to a gene-id that 185 were simulated from this gene-id relative to the total number of reads assigned to 186 that gene-id 187 For example, consider 100 reads simulated from a given gene-id. If the DGM pipeline 188 assigns 80 from these reads to the same gene-id, then the rr is estimated as 80/100 = 0.8. 189
Measuring DGM efficiency and performance for read assignation
Conversely, if we observe 150 reads assigned to this gene-id (80 reads from the same gene-190 id as source and 70 reads from other gene-id(s)) the specificity rate sr is estimated as 80/150 191 = 0.53. 192
We propose a typology of genes ( Fig. 2A ) based on the assignation of reads 193 considering their recovery rate (rr) and specificity rate (sr). 194
i)
The category rr=1 and sr=1 constitutes the 'perfect' genes, all generated reads for 195 a gene are recovered for this gene and no read from another gene is "captured" 196
ii)
The category rr=1 and sr<1 constitutes the 'recipient' genes, all the generated 197 reads for a gene are recovered for this gene and at least one read from another 198 gene is "captured"
iii)
The category rr<1 and sr=1 constitutes the 'donor' genes, at least one generated 200 read for a gene is not recovered for this gene and no read from another gene is 201 "captured" 202 iv)
The category rr<1 and sr<1 constitutes the 'mixed' genes, at least one generated 203 read for a gene is not recovered for this gene and at least one read from another 204 gene is "captured" 205 v)
The category rr=0 and sr=N.A. constitutes the 'undetectable' gene, no assigned 206 reads for this gene 207
Finally, as gene length is highly heterogeneous in transcriptomes (Grishkevich & Yanai 208 2014), we tested whether assignation success is impacted by this factor, with each gene's 209 length estimated as the length of its longest transcript. The Each contig was first identified/annotated by alignment against the transcriptome of 231 the reference species (in our case D. rerio, version Zv10) using blastn (Word-size = 9, HSP > conserved and converted to reverse-complement when a strand differed from the reference. 234
When multiple hits occurred (i.e. the same blastn score), the contig was assigned to the 235 corresponding gene-ids and denoted with variable Hit_multigene in the database. This step is 236 crucial to remove gap effects in some paralogous sequences with conserved regions. The 237 output of this step is a collection of assigned contigs stored in the local database (i.e. the 238 reconstructed de novo assembly) and exported as FASTA files, one for each gene-id. These 239 files defined an inferred transcriptome of the non-model species that was stored into the local 240 database. 241 242 Developing a pipeline combining de novo + DGM approaches 243 First, the de novo approach was used as previously described, producing a list of 244 assigned contigs in the local database that was used in subsequent steps (Fig. 1C ) . The next 245 step re-uses the raw reads, merged with Pear when working with paired end sequencing. All 246 reads are filtered on quality and aligned using the same parameters as in the DGM pipeline, 247 although alignments are made against the local reference database that combines both the 248 reference transcriptome used to assign contigs during the initial de novo step (D. rerio in our 249 case) and the newly identified contigs (i.e. the output of the de novo assembly). This collection 250 of assigned contigs is of particular interest as it provides the closest available reference, which 251 should improve DGM performance when used for a non-model organism, compared to the 252 use of a more divergent species transcriptome as a reference ( Fig. 1B) . 253 Each read (merged or not) is assigned to the gene-id corresponding to its best hit as 254 in the DGM pipeline. Each assigned read is stored in the local database and appended to a 255 FASTA file (one file per gene) before assembly. To avoid circularity with the de novo assembly, 256 we used successively Spades (v3.7.1.8; careful option and cov-cutoff = auto; Bankevich et al. adapted some of these metrics for assessing transcriptome assemblies as we focus on genes 289 and not on transcripts. We define: 290
i) The number of identified genes (NIG). A gene is considered as identified if at 291 least one read is assigned/identified on the basis of the reference transcriptome. 292
ii) The Completeness (Cp) for a gene g corresponds to the proportion of the length 293 for the longest reference transcript (L g , in number of bases) covered by the whole 294 aligned contigs for the gene g(C gj , j=1…n g ). The completeness is maximal (equal to 1) 295 when the combined length of the aligned contigs (using ProbCons, (Do 2005)) matches 296 the longest reference transcript. 297
iii) The Contiguity (Ct g ) for a gene g corresponds to the proportion of the longest 299 reference transcript (L g , in number of bases) covered by the longest contig for this gene 300 (C gjmax ). The contiguity is maximal (equal to 1) when there is a perfect match between 301 the longest identified contig and the longest reference transcript. Telestes souffia (2 females; 1 male) and Paracondrostoma toxostoma (3 males) were 319 collected from two rivers: the Durance (southern France) and Ain (eastern France). For each 320 specimen, eight tissues were sampled (liver, hindgut, midgut, heart, brain, gill, caudal fin, 321 spleen). Additionally, five F1-hybrid specimens were produced by in vitro fertilization of 50 322 eggs and semen from one female T. souffia and one male P. toxostoma respectively. Free-323 swimming larvae were first housed in small aquaria (40x25X15 cm); after four months, fish 324 were transferred into bigger aquaria for growing (100x60x40 cm). Fish were fed with Artemia 325 nauplii and complemented with commercial fish food. Because hybrids were required for 326 further experimentation, only non-lethal samples from the caudal fin are represented in the 327 empirical dataset. 328
Samples were ground in liquid nitrogen and total cellular RNA was extracted using the 329 To investigate the extent of overlap between two divergent transcriptomes, we applied the 343 combined method (de novo + DGM) to empirical data from T. souffia and P. toxostomain 344 practice this approach could be extended to RNA-seq from any source (tissues, individuals, 345 species; hereafter named A and B). The procedure involves first performing two separate de 346 novo + DGM assemblies (one each for reads of source A and B, respectively), using a 347 reference transcriptome 'X' for gene assignation Next, we generate Transcriptionally Active 348
Regions (TARs or simulated reads) from A using a custom Python script to fragment the 349 previously generated transcriptome for A to the equivalent of 10X coverage for each gene; we 350 use TARs (hereafter named fragments) equal to 100 and 200 nucleotides to test for the impact 351 of fragment length on overlap detection. The gene-id for each corresponding fragment is 352 named gene-id-A. Generated fragments from A are then queried for similarity, using blastn 353 against the local database including the transcriptomes of B and X, and assigned using the 354 best hit. We then compare the gene-id between the query (A) and the database (B and X). 355
Three potential outcomes are possible: 356 i) If a fragment from A is only assigned to B (i.e. it is not assigned to X) with the same 357 gene-id (gene-id-A = gene-id-B), then the assignation is non-ambiguous. This is 358 similar to the recovery rate (rr), as defined previously. For the entire set of 359 fragments generated from a specific gene-id-A, we can define the recovery rate 360 denoted rrA|BX. This corresponds to the proportion of fragments generated from 361 this gene-id for A that was exclusively recovered for that same gene-id in B. A value 362 of rrA|BX =1 would mean that all fragments for gene-id-A are assigned to the same 363
If a fragment from A is assigned with the same gene-id to X (i.e. it is not assigned 365 to B) or to B and X (i.e. it is assigned to both to B and X with the same best hit), we 366 consider this fragment as an ambiguous assignation, caused by the similarity of 367 sequences between orthologous genes of the respective transcriptomes. For the from the gene of A that are assigned either to X or to multiple transcriptomes (B 371 and X). A value of rroA|BX =1 would mean that all fragments from A can equally 372 be assigned to X; rroA|BX > 0 means that part of the gene is not exclusively found 373 in B, potentially because of an incomplete assembly for B, or due to non-374 overlapping contigs between A and B. Alternatively, rroA|BX > 0 could also be due 375 to homology between B and X. 376
If a fragment from A is assigned to a different gene-id, whatever its identity in B 377 and/or X, this fragment is also an ambiguous assignation (multiple hits including a 378 different gene-id or a unique best hit assigned to a different gene-id). For the entire 379 set of fragments derived from a specific gene-id-A, we define the paralogous 380 recovery rate, rrpA|BX. This corresponds to the proportion of fragments for a gene 381 from A that are assigned to paralogous genes in B and/or X. This could be caused 382 by the similarity of sequences between paralogous genes from those 383 transcriptomes, or due to common domains from multigene families. 384
For a given gene-id-A, the combination of false assignations due to orthologous genes 385 and paralogous genes decreases the recovery rate, each contributing to a unique proportion 386 of the total assigned transcripts: rrA|BX + rroA|BX + rrpA|BX=1. Similarly, for each gene-id-A, 387 cross-completeness is defined by calculating rrA|BX on the subset of fragments that uniquely 388 capture "correct" gene-id assignations from the references (i.e. srA|BX=1; Fig. 2B ); here 389 srA|BX is defined as the specificity rate (i.e. the proportion of fragments assigned to gene-id-390 B coming from the same gene-id on A). 391
This process is reiterated reciprocally for the second transcriptome (i.e. B|AX) using 392 the same metrics. Once completed, we can define the perfect-cross-completeness, that is the 393 intersection of the subset of genes from A displaying rrA|BX=1 and srA|BX=1 with the subset 394 of genes from B displaying rrB|AX=1 and srB|AX=1. This pool of genes presents a complete 395 overlap between the two transcriptomes A and B (Fig. 2B) . 396
Extending the combined method for analysis of hybrid samples 397 Characterizing discriminant genes between two transcriptomes yields information that 398 is especially useful when analyzing hybrids. In this context, if we have two transcriptomes, A 399 and B, and a reference transcriptome X in a local database, a discriminant gene for a given 400 transcriptome (A or B) is a gene for which all reads can be correctly assigned only uniquely 401 (i.e. to this gene from this particular transcriptome). We tested this for T. souffia (A), P.
assigned. All the fragments from a gene-id-A display a true assignation proportion (recovery rate) rrA|ABX≤1, and false assignations occupy unique proportions due to assignation to 407 orthologous (rroA|ABX) or paralogous (rrpA|ABX) genes such that rrA|ABX + rroA|ABX + 408 rrpA|ABX=1. For each gene-id-A, the discriminant score is estimated by rrA|ABX on the subset 409 of genes for which srA|ABX=1, where srA|ABX is defined as the specificity rate (i.e. the 410 probability of a read assigned to gene-id-A is issued from the same gene-id on A). 411
This process is reiterated reciprocally for B|ABX, calculating the same metrics. We 412 then can compute the cross-discriminant proportion of discriminant genes, that is the 413 intersection of the genes from A displaying rrA|ABX=1 for the subset srA|ABX=1 with the 414 genes from B displaying rrB|ABX=1 for the subset srB|ABX=1. This pool of genes is fully 415 discriminant between the two transcriptomes. The intersection between perfect-cross-416 completeness and the cross-discriminant genes corresponds to the perfect discriminant gene 417 set for the two transcriptomes (Fig. 2B) . These represent the fraction of genes that can be 418 mapped uniquely to a given species' transcriptome and for which cross-completeness is unity 419 (i.e. gene lengths are the same). 420
Finally, we analyze the five F1 hybrid specimens between T. souffia (A) and P. 421 chondrostoma (B) using the DGM pipeline and D. rerio (X) as a reference transcriptome. The 422 reads are assigned to a gene-id and a transcriptome-id (A, B or X) using the best hit. Three 423 potential outcomes can be found: 424 i) a read can be assigned to a single gene-id and a single transcriptome-id. This non-425 ambiguous read is noted as a perfect-read. A gene for which all reads display this 426 behavior is called a perfect gene (rrF1|ABX=1). 427
ii) a read can be assigned to multiple transcriptome-ids with a unique gene-id. This 428 ambiguous assignation corresponds to the effect of orthologous genes. If this 429 condition is true for at least one read for an imperfect gene, rroF1|ABX>0. 430
iii) a read can be assigned to multiple gene-ids whatever the transcriptome-id. This 431 ambiguous assignation corresponds to the effect of paralogous genes. If this 432 condition is true for at least one read for an imperfect gene, rrpF1|ABX>0. 433
We finally establish a list of perfect-genes and a list of imperfect genes that are compared 434 with the list of perfect-discriminant genes established in silico (see supplementary methods 6 435 for details). 436
Results

437
Evaluation of the DGM pipeline with simulated data 438 The mixed logistic model describing recovery rate (rr) was highly significant 439 (X 2 =27,605,272, df=23, P< 2.2e -16 ), with each term of the model being significant 440 (supplementary results 1). Recovery rate (rr) increased as a function of gene length 441 irrespective of read length and divergence (Fig. 3) ; however, the effect was most pronounced 442 at 30% divergence. At 30% divergence between target and reference, fewer than 50% of reads 443 from genes smaller than 2kb (350 bases reads; Fig. 3G ) to 4kb (100 bases; Fig. 3A )a 444 substantial fraction of the genome (Fig. 4A )were recovered. Likewise, high divergence was 445 associated with the greatest variability in rr (dashed lines on Fig. 3 ). Conversely, rr was 446 generally greater than 0.9 under all other scenarios of divergence. Read length influenced the 447 shape of the curve describing the gene length at which rr approached unity, with longer reads 448 yielding perfect scores for smaller genes (Fig. 3G & 3H ). As before, this effect was 449 substantially reduced under the high divergence scenario. 450
The mixed logistic model for specificity rate (sr) was also highly significant 451 (X 2 =1,625,516, df=8, P< 2.2e-16). Specificity rate presents median values near to one 452 (supplementary results 1), with the random effect being greater (standard deviation 453 estimate=4.00) compared that for rr (standard deviation estimate=2.341). Each term of the 454 model appeared significant (supplementary results 1). Relations between factors and sr are 455 the same as for rr: higher are read length and gene length, higher is the sr, higher is the 456 divergence lower is the sr. 457
The dataset of simulated reads used to evaluate the DGM pipeline consisted of 31,944 458 genes of varying length (Figs. 4A & 4B). In general, the proportion of 'perfect' genes (rr=1, 459 sr=1) increased with read length. For example, at 0% divergence between reference 460 transcriptome and simulated reads 21,913 genes belonged to the perfect category for read 461 length of 100 bases (Fig. 4C) whereas 27,289 were so classified for read lengths of 350 bases 462 (X 2 =2554.4, df=1; P< 2.2e -16 , Fig. 4E ). This improvement in performance coincided with a 463 decrease in the proportion of 'donor' genes (rr<1, sr=1), but also with slight increases in the 464 number of 'recipient' (rr=1, sr<1) and 'mixed' (rr<1, sr<1) gene classes (Fig. 4E) . Surprisingly, 465 gene length also had a modest impact on improving DGM performance, with longer genes 466 accumulating a slightly higher proportion of 'perfect' genes; however, this trend was only 467 observed in the absence of divergence between reference transcriptome and simulated reads.
as perfect: at 30% divergence only 700 genes for reads of 100 bases length ( Fig. 4D ; 2.19% of all genes, X 2 =979.5, df=1; P< 2.2e -16 ) and 2,401 for read lengths of 350 bases ( Fig. 4F;  471 7.52%). 472
Increasing divergence also increased the 'donor' gene category (Figs. 4D & 4F) , 473 detrimental to the 'perfect' gene category. Here increasing read length also appeared to 474 slightly increase the proportion of 'donor' genes in general, with the maximum proportion of 475 'donor' genes observed for reads of 30% divergence and a length of 350 bases (81.04%, i.e. 476 25,888 genes); this also corresponded to a low proportion for the 'perfect' gene category 477 (7.52%, i.e. 2,401 genes). The percentage of 'mixed' genes also increased with the 478 divergence, although this increase was most pronounced for short reads (Fig. 4D ) and is 479 maximal for 100 bases read lengths (7,370 genes; 23.07%). 480
Interestingly the proportion of 'recipient' genes (rr=1, sr<1) was low whatever the factor 481 studied. The minimum value was 0% (no gene) at 0% divergence and for read lengths of 100 482 and 200 bases. The greatest number of "recipient" genes (391 genes; 1.22%) was observed 483 for reads of 15% divergence and a read length of 100 bases (supplementary results 2). 484
Likewise, the 'undetectable' gene category (rr=0, sr=N.A.) presented low proportions overall, 485 ranging from 5.08% to 7.40% (i.e. 1,623 to 2,365 genes), with the greatest proportions being 486 observed for short genes. 487
Comparison between de novo and de novo + DGM approaches 488 For reads of 100 bases, de novo assembly alone recovered a marginally higher 489 number of genes (NIG) than the combined de novo + DGM pipeline, irrespective of 490 transcriptomic divergence ( Fig. 5A ): numbers for de novo ranged from 31,930 to 31,938 and 491 from 31,147 to 31,944 for de novo +DGM. Conversely, measures of the quality of transcript 492 assembly were higher for de novo + DGM than for de novo alone. The completeness (Cp) of 493 de novo assembled 100 bases reads ranged from 0.74 to 0.89, with Cp generally increasing 494 with sequence divergence (Fig. 5B) ; Cp for de novo + DGM ranged from 0.97 to 0.99. 495 Contiguity (Ct) exhibited similar patterns, increasing with divergence for de novo assemblies 496 ( Fig. 5C; 0 .67 to 0.87), yet was relatively stable, but higher for de novo + DGM (0.97 to 0.99). 497
Increasing read length to 200 bases resulted in an overall decrease in the number of genes 498 recovered, as well as a reversal in the patterns of pipeline performance, with de novo + DGM 499 generally identifying more genes (28,339 to 28,532); de novo alone at the same levels of 500 divergence tended to recover fewer genes (27,597 on average), with the exception of 28,604 501 genes at 15% divergence (Fig. 5A ). Cp and Ct were improved in both pipelines when read 502 length was increased to 200 bases, although de novo + DGM continually outperformed de 0.99), except at 30% where metrics were similar for each pipeline. 505 Fig. 6 shows a non-parametric estimation of the bivariate distribution of contiguity and 506 completeness for 0% divergence and read lengths 100 and 200 basesnote that for clarity, 507 only 'imperfect' genes are displayed (the full range of factors is described in supplementary 508 results 3). For 100bp reads of 0% divergence, the de novo approach alone showed only 509 13,590 genes (46.1%) with a contiguity and a completeness equal to 1, while a large cluster 510 of genes was observed with quality metrics inferior to 0.1 (Fig. 6A) . In contrast, 94.8% (27,924) 511 of genes assembled using the combined de novo + DGM approach showed perfect contiguity 512 and completeness (Fig. 6B ). Increasing read length to 200 bases appeared to increase the 513 number of genes with high Cp scores in the de novo only approach (Fig. 6C) ; however, only 514 14,252 genes (53%) in total had contiguity and completeness equal to 1. A much greater 515 fraction of genes (98%; 27,861) with perfect contiguity and completeness were also observed 516 for the de novo + DGM approach using reads of 200 bases (Fig. 6D) . 517
Increasing divergence led to a drastic reduction in the number of genes with perfect Ct 518
and Cp for both pipelines, decreasing at 30% divergence to only 5.3% of de novo assembled 519 genes and 5.7% of genes from the combined de novo + DGM approach using 100 bases 520 reads. However, approximately 80% of genes present contiguity and completeness above 521 0.95, for both methods (supplementary results 3). Increasing read length did little to improve 522 performance of either method, with only 5.5% of genes assembled from 200bp reads scoring 523 perfect contiguity and completeness irrespective of pipeline used. Nevertheless, 85% of genes 524 did present contiguity and completeness above 0.95 for both methods in this scenario 525 (supplementary results 3). 526
527
Assembling and comparing Parachondrostoma and Telestes 528 transcriptomes 529 A total of 16,374 genes were common to both species and also detected by each of 530 the two methods (supplementary results 4). Nevertheless, we observed a clear difference in 531 the number of detected genes between de novo and de novo + DGM assemblies: significantly 532 higher proportion of genes were detected for both P. toxostoma (t=4.65, P<10 -5 ) and T. souffia 533 (t=3.58, P<10 -3 ) when using de novo + DGM (20,605 and 20,368 genes, respectively; 18,989 534 common to the two transcriptomes) than for the de novo approach alone (20,032 and 19,931 535 genes, respectively; 17,984 shared). It should also be noted that the biological processes 536 inferred from the list of genes identified using de novo + DGM did not differ significantly combined de novo + DGM approach was also higher than de novo alone as measured by both 539 contiguity (supplementary results 6; F=1109.486, P< 2.2e-16) and completeness 540 (supplementary results 6; F=28.47, P=9.56e-08) and further analyses are only conducted 541 based on de novo + DGM assemblies. 542
When we compared the perfect cross-completeness parameter (i.e. the reciprocal 543 completeness between the two species; Fig. 2B ) for all genes, we observed that contig 544 assignations generally overlapped between species, irrespective of the length of TARs used. 545
Indeed, 87% and 88% of the genes (for 100bp and 200bp reads, respectively) exhibited a 546 cross-completeness between 0.95 and 1, indicating that the assembled contigs for the two 547 species were highly similar. 548 Of the 18,989 genes identified using de novo + DGM, we detected 13,988 that were 549 common to both species and free of 'recipient' genes. 550
In contrast to cross-completeness, read length had a dramatic effect on the detection 551 of discriminant genes: the number of 'perfect' genes for P. toxostoma increased from 1,727 552 to 4,712 when fragments (TARs) lengths increased from 100 to 200 bases, and from 1,486 to 553 4,487 for T. souffia. It should be noted that all the discriminant genes identified using 100bp 554 fragments were also included in the set of discriminant genes identified with 200bp fragments. 555
As with discriminant genes, the number of cross-discriminant genes (i.e. the shared T. souffia 556 and P. toxostoma discriminant genes; Fig. 2B ) also increased with increased fragment length 557 (n=357, 100 bases; n=2,381; 200 bases). 558 Likewise, the cross-completeness scores for the cross-discriminant genes increased 559 as a function of fragment length. Whereas 44% of the cross-discriminant genes (157 of the 560 357) identified from 100bp fragments had a cross-completeness between 0.95 and 1, 77.5% 561 of the cross-discriminant genes identified from 200bp fragments (1,846 of the 2,381) showed 562 similar levels of cross-completeness. The number of perfect discriminant genes within the 563 cross-discriminant set also increased from 54 to 1,028 when contrasting the 100bp and 200bp 564 fragments, respectively (supplementary results 7). 565
Application to hybrid specimens 566 For the five F1 hybrid specimens, we detected 8,000 genes, assigned based on contigs 567 constructed from a minimum of 50 readshere a minimum read criterion was adopted to 568 reflect that typically used to achieve acceptable statistical power for the quantification of mRNA 569 expression from RNA-seq data. A total of 424 genes were 'perfect' genes (rrF1|ABX =1) and 570 could be increased to 62.0% (263 genes) by applying lower thresholds (from 1 to 0.95) for 573 cross-completeness and/or cross-discriminance (supplementary results 7). Relatively fewer 574 'imperfect' genes (323 of 7,576 genes; 4.26%) could be classed as 'perfect discriminant' 575 genes, although 3,823 were categorized with 'perfect cross-completeness' (supplementary 576 results 7). These genes with perfect cross-completeness by definition are fully overlapping, 577
including both identical and divergent sequences (supplementary results 7) , and as such could 578 be used as partial discriminant genes. Indeed, these genes display a proportion of reads that 579 are not discriminant between the two species (reads assigned to multiple transcriptomes or 580 multiple genes) and other reads that are discriminant between the transcriptomes. In the case 581 of those five F1 hybrids, this represents 4,392 genes with a perfect cross-completeness that 582 could ultimately be used for the analysis of gene expression among hybrids. When we use 583 95% overlap (for cross completeness) this provides 6,020 genes (287 perfect and 5,733 584 imperfect genes,) 585
Discussion 586
Direct Genome mapping and characterizing gene categories 587 We developed a DGM pipeline for flexible filtering of data and incorporation of a 588 reference transcriptome for read assignation. We tested this pipeline with simulated data over 589 a range of read lengths and sequence divergence relative to the reference. Our analyses 590 provide a much-needed empirical evaluation of the utility and limits of the DGM approach, 591 demonstrating that both read length and sequence divergence impact the efficiency and 592 performance of read annotation and transcriptome assembly. Irrespective of read length and 593 with 0% sequence divergence, 1,663 of the 31,944 simulated genes (5.21%) could not be 594 retrieved when using DGM alone. This result was surprising given that reads were simulated 595 directly from the corresponding reference transcriptome. Yet in the analysis, multiple 596 assignations were retained as equal best hits. We observed that when a read equally matches 597 two different genes, the blast score is highest for the gene that displays a length closest to the 598 query read length, hence this gene acts as an attractor for those reads. 599
High sequence divergence (30%) and short read lengths (100 and 150 bases) had a 600 negative impact on recovery rate, substantially reducing the number of genes with a recovery 601 rate rr=1 (i.e. all the generated reads being correctly assigned). The effect of sequence 602 divergence is congruent with studies on Drosophila and primates (Ockendon et al. 2016) , 603 suggesting that 30% divergence may represent an upper threshold for the recovery of and 350 bases) limits the read assignation error towards paralogous genes. Genes with a specificity rate sr=1 (i.e. no assigned read belong to another gene-id), were less sensitive to 607 either divergence or read length. Although few genes were classified as "recipient' genes 608 (sr<1), these could represent an important source of bias in quantitative analyses of RNA-seq 609 data, appearing as over-expressed via the erroneous assignations from "donor" genes. It 610 should also be noted that a "recipient gene" can act as an attractor for multiple donors, as 611 evidenced by the high fraction of donors relative to recipients. Such genes would appear as 612 highly "over-expressed". Although these would obviously not lead to erroneous inference of 613 over-expression in our pipeline (i.e. tey would be removed/filtered prior to analyses), they 614 could nevertheless underestimate the true levels of expression for donors. As such, we highly 615 recommend identifying such problematic genes as a means of distinguishing biologically 616 meaningful signals from artefact in the interpretation of differential expression profiles from 617 RNA-seq data. To this end, we have made all scripts used for simulating reads from a 618 reference genome available upon request to facilitate similar analyses in other species; these 619 scripts can be modified for use on any other reference transcriptome used to annotate RNA-620 seq data, with read length and divergence parameters adjusted to match those under 621 investigation. 622
Our analyses also highlight the difficulties that can arise when working with a reference 623 transcriptome that is highly divergent from one's focal speciesthis was facilitated by our in 624 silico generation of reads that in turn enabled development of a matrix of gene categories 625 (given the length of the TARs) based on recovery and specificity rates (parameters rr and sr). 626
Specifically, we demonstrated that when sequence divergence increases to 30%, the 627 proportion of 'donor' genes (rr<1, sr=1) and 'mixed' genes (rr<1, sr<1) increases, and the 628 proportion of 'perfect' genes (rr=1, sr=1) decreases. Surprisingly, the proportion of 'recipient' 629 genes (rr=1, sr<1) does not increase; however, their distribution within the genome likely does, 630 particularly if analyses are based on short sequence reads. For example, when analyses are 631 based on longer reads, recipient genes are largely derived from the smaller genes (i.e. <1,000 632 bases); however, short genes appear sensitive to the accumulation of "recipients" of various 633 size (contrast Fig. 4E & 4F) . In this instance gene length alone could not be used as a quality 634 filter for excluding genes in downstream analyses of expression. Additionally, some genes 635 previously classed as perfect become 'donor' genes at high divergence. Likewise, the 636 percentage of 'perfect' genes decreased from 85.43% to 68.60% when read lengths where 637 reduced from 350 to 100 bases. This result can be caused by i) a recently duplicated gene 638 found at multiple loci in the genome and/or ii) a conserved domain (or repetitive domain) in 639 gene families. Irrespective of the underlying causes, this result highlights the advantages in 640 terms of increased confidence of assignation when working with longer reads, a point not to
Comparing de novo and de novo + DGM assemblies Our comparison of the efficiency and performance of de novo vs a combined de novo 644 + DGM approach was based on three key metrics: the number of genes identified, contiguity 645 and completeness. Although short reads yielded a higher number of genes identified, the 646 quality of genes was low with respect to contiguity and completeness (i.e. an increased 647 proportion of segmented and/or fragmented transcripts). Moreover, the observed increase of 648 these two metrics with increasing sequence divergencea trend most pronounced in the de 649 novo only approachwas certainly counter-intuitive, but explained by the fact that several D. 650 rerio genes share identical sequences (paralogous genes and repetitive conserved domains). 651
To some extent this might be expected in species that have undergone extensive genome 652 duplication, such as cyprinids; the extent to which this trend is evident in species with more 653 conserved genomes is a topic of potential future interest. Nevertheless, as we generated 654 divergent sequences (up to 30%) with a random process, this artificially decreased the 655 similarity between paralogous genes or conserved domains, and artificially enhanced 656 assembly metrics. At 0% divergence, the efficiency (i.e. percentage of genes identified) of de 657 novo assembly is less impacted than its performance (contiguity and completeness). Several 658 strategies are available to optimize de novo assembly, for example using multiple K-mer 659 values in a de Bruijn graph to handle both over-and under-expressed transcripts (Robertson 660 et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2011) . Evaluating various optimization strategies is beyond the scope 661 of this article, but as we propose an assembly solution using the combination of de novo + 662 DGM, an improvement in any one of the constituent parts of the pipeline would benefit the 663 entire assembly. 664
As a guideline, we would recommend using the combination of de novo assembly with 665 DGM, as this systematically increases the number of identified genes for divergences up to 666 15%, relative to de novo alone; although there was a slight decrease at 30% divergence. Even 667 when target and reference are identical (i.e. 0% divergence), the combined approach yields 668 advantages, with 98% of identified genes displaying contiguity and completeness equal to 1. 669 Moreover, a higher percentage of genes are successfully retrieved using the de novo + DGM 670 approach implemented here (88.1%) than for the de novo approach alone (81.5%). As far as 671 performance is concerned, de novo + DGM outperforms de novo alone both for contiguity and 672 Mus spp. (Mack et al. 2016) . All of them have well annotated genomes and transcriptomes 680 that facilitate deciphering hybrid expression patterns, i.e. assigning genes from the hybrid 681 specimens to the parental species. In the absence of a reference genome for the two parental 682 species, one must generate at least one transcriptome for each species to identify discriminant 683 genes. The most useful discriminant genes should also display perfect completeness (perfect 684 discriminant genes), particularly if the objective is to compare true gene expression differences 685 amongst the two species and their hybrids. With the de novo + DGM approach applied on T. 686 souffia and P. toxostoma, we obtain 18,989 identified genes common to each species. 13,988 687 of these genes were never identified from reads originating from other genes or species (sr=1 688 whatever the value of rr), representing genes that are free from reads erroneously assigned 689 from donors. Consequently, these genes should be considered the most reliable for 690 expression analysis given this lack of ambiguity. A false identification of reads in hybrid 691 specimens caused by orthologous and/or paralogous genes could induce important bias in 692 expression analysis. Likewise, only the fraction of discriminant genes with a cross-693 completeness between 0.95 and 1 for both species is useful for unambiguous hybrid gene 694 expression analysis (1,846 genes). This is because discriminant genes could be due to non-695 overlapping regions of the contig that mimic divergent regions between the two species. If 696 non-overlapping regions are caused by different transcript lengths (e.g. gaps in the 697 constructed library of biological diversity in transcript length), it induces a bias in the 698 expression proportional to the length of the non-overlapping zone. In this particular case-study, 699 this category corresponds to 22% of the discriminant genes for fractionated contigs of 200 700 bases (up to 56% for 100 bases). Moreover, cross-discriminant genes were more abundant 701 when assigned fractionated contigs (i.e. simulated TARs) of 200 bases than 100 bases (2,381 702 vs 357 genes). Together, this suggests that sequencing reads as long as possible should be 703 used when analyzing hybrid transcriptomes and gene expression. This is especially crucial for 704 future studies working on hybridization to decipher the patterns of gene expression related to 705 each parental species. 706
Sequencing reads from F1 hybrid specimens identified only 25.04% of genes based 707 on D. rerio. Furthermore, among the 1,028 perfect genes from the parental species, we 708 observed only 175 in the F1 hybrids (17%), and an additional 323 imperfect genes (31.4%).
fin for hybrid specimens, whereas the transcriptome database of each parental species was constructed from eight tissues; ii) the number of reads generated for the different F1 hybrids 712 was lower than the number of reads used to build the transcriptome database for each parental 713 species; and, iii) a possible underestimation of polymorphism in the reference database. 714
Despite these limitations, the high number of genes being partially discriminant and displaying 715 a complete overlap i.e. 4,637 genes (6,020 genes for a 95% overlap) is a striking result. These 716 genes can indeed be used to identify hybrid patterns. This is particularly promising in 717 comparison to the 9,966 genes studied for Drosophila spp. transcriptomics. Cross-completeness is defined by the recovery rate on the subset of genes 885 with perfect specificity rate for a given gene; the overlap/intersection of perfect genes defines 886 perfect cross-completeness, genes of the same length that are common to two distinct 887 transcriptomes. Genes may also be discriminant between species, that is perfect genes within 888 a given transcriptome, but which show no or only partial overlap with a second transcriptome. 889
The intersection of these two larger categories, perfect cross-completeness and cross-890 discriminance, defines genes that are perfectly discriminant between transcriptomes. 
